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Computing Beyond Moore’s Law with Nanophotonics

We discuss a new computing paradigm enabled by embedded
attojoule nanophotonics in both von Neumann and non von
Neumann computing. The combined system expects to perform
energy-efficiently with high-throughput for most workloads. For
von Neumann computing, we will embed attojoule nanophotonics
integrated with nanoelectronics in CPUs and memories to provide
ultra-high throughput, minimal access latency, and low power
dissipation that remains independent of capacity and distance.
The computing systems exploit modular integration of energyefficient 3D-electronic-photonic-ICs (3D EPICs) and their
interconnections through all-to-all, contention-less, and
arbitration-free wavelength routing in cyclic Arrayed-WaveguideGrating-Routers (AWGRs). For non von Neumann computing, we
are investigating attojoule nanophotonic neurons in photonic
neural networks to enable extremely energy-efficient
neuromorphic computing. In one estimate, 100x improvements in
energy-efficiency compared to IBM’s TrueNorth neuromorphic
processors can be possible. Integration and scaling of the
combined computing system, and efforts behind simulations and
benchmarking will also be discussed.
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